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Abstract

In this paper, we propose an adaptive filtering scheme of connection requests for the defense of malicious 

energy consumption attacks against wireless computing devices with limited energy budget. The energy 

consumption attack tries to consume the battery energy of a wireless device with repeated connection 

requests and shut down the wireless device by exhausting its energy budget. The proposed scheme blocks a 

connection request of the energy consumption attack in the middle, if the same connection request is 

repeated and its request result is failed continuously. In order to avoid the blocking of innocuous mistakes of 

normal users, the scheme gives another chance to allow connection request after a fixed blocking time. The 

scheme changes the blocking time adaptively by comparing the message arriving ate during non-blocking 

period and that during blocking period. Evaluation shows that the proposed defense scheme saves up to 94% 

energy consumption compared to the non-defense case.
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1. Introduction

Wireless embedded systems essentially rely on the energy supplied by batteries and sustain their 

operation until the depletion of available energy. Hence energy management has become a critical 

issue in wireless embedded systems, compared with traditional computing platforms. For such 

resource-constraint systems, efficient cryptographic algorithms have been developed recently [1, 2, 3]. 

Recently developed algorithms considered tradeoff between the strength of security and the energy 

dissipation rate. However, the previous cryptographic algorithms focused on fast algorithms but did 

not consider the fast dissipation of the limited energy budget.

In this paper, we introduce a new attack, called energy consumption attack, that malicious tries to 

shut down a wireless device by exhausting its battery energy with repeated connection requests. If the 

available energy budget of the attached battery is suddenly exhausted, then its function stops during 

critical operation and may cause a fatal loss. For example, sudden termination of all sensors, 
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monitoring any approach, due to lack of available battery energy may fail to detect an intruder during 

the night. 

Because low energy dissipation of wireless devices is important, recently developed embedded 

systems are allowed to turn into dormant status in which unused components are powered off except 

essential components powered on. When wireless devices are idle without requested computation, they 

change into the dormant status. The energy consumption rate in the dormant status is very low [4]. An 

attacker can accelerate the energy dissipation of wireless devices by preventing them from changing 

into the dormant status. It is easily achieved by making them busy with unnecessary computation. 

In order to defense the energy consumption attack, we propose an adaptive filtering scheme that 

blocks the connection request of the energy consumption attack.  The scheme checks the result of 

each connection request, and sends a blocking request message to its gateway device when the number 

of continuous request failures exceeds a predefined threshold value. Then the gateway device drops 

the connection request message arrived from the client. On the other hand, innocent users may 

possibly send wrong request messages continuously. In this case, they are allowed to send request 

message again with some penalty. The scheme gives the user another chance to send the connection 

request after a predefined duration, in order to accommodate innocuous mistakes of normal connection 

request while blocking the energy consumption attack. If the user sends wrong request messages 

again continuously in the second chance, the blocking duration increases to prevent attackers from 

utilizing another chance. In this paper, we propose an adaptive formula to determine the blocking 

duration for suspicious connection requests. The formula analytically calculates the message arrival 

rate during blocking period and that during non-blocking period. If the message arrival rate during 

blocking period is much larger than that during non-blocking period, then the blocking duration 

increases because of its suspicious anomaly. In contrast, if the message arrival rate during blocking 

period is much smaller than that during non-blocking period, then the blocking duration decreases.

Most of previous energy-efficient designs focused on maximizing the residual lifetime of their 

battery while satisfying the minimal performance required inside [4, 5, 6]. However, they did not 

consider the malicious energy consumption attacks arriving outside. A few studies dealt with the 

defense mechanism against the malicious resource-consuming attacks arriving outside [7, 8]. However, 

they considered only the attack for computing power, but not for battery energy budget. The scheme 

proposed in this paper prevents the energy consumption attack while avoiding the false positive

detection induced from innocuous mistakes of normal users. To evaluate the proposed scheme, we 

implement a prototype system and measure its energy consumption against the energy consumption 

attack. Evaluation results show that the proposed scheme saves up to 94% energy consumption 

compared to the non-defense case.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows; Section 2 explains the system model considered in our 

study. Section 3 describes the proposed scheme in detail. Section 4 shows evaluation results. Section 5 

provides concluding remarks.

2. System Model

In the considered system, wireless embedded devices always communicate to outside clients 

through a gateway. Attackers in outside areas must communicate to wireless embedded devices 
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through the gateway. It is assumed that the gateway is connected to a wired power supplier and thus 

has sufficient energy budget. 

Figure 1. System Model

The wireless devices provide multiple operation modes in which the actively working components among 

all components are different with different corresponding energy consumption. Recently developed devices 

support this kind of dynamic operation mode transition, where they can choose one of the energy-aware 

operation modes and change into another operation mode at any time [9, 10]. Figure 1 shows an example of 

the considered system model. In this example, there are two operation modes: dormant status and active 

status. Figure 1(a) shows the dormant status. In the dormant status, a wireless device activates a part of 

components for essential processing such as periodically checking inbound message arrivals with the 

minimum energy consumption. Figure 1(b) shows the active status. In the active status, a wireless device 

activates all components for full processing.

3. Proposed Scheme

In the proposed scheme, communication requests are classified into the normal request and the abnormal 

request. The normal communication request results in the successful connection. The normal communication 

request follows a predefined communication protocol and includes exact data for the connection 

authentication such as client ID and password. The other communication requests except the normal requests 

belong to the abnormal communication request. The abnormal communication request results in the failure 

of connection authentication. 

When the number of abnormal requests continuously arriving with the same source address exceeds a 

threshold, the wireless device defines the source address as a deny address and sends it to the gateway. The 

source address is IP address, MAC address and so on. Figure 2(a) shows the enrollment procedure of a deny 

address, where a wireless device sends a deny address to the gateway. Then the gateway records all received 

deny addresses into a list, called deny address list. The gateway checks the source address of an outside 

incoming message and drops the arriving message if its source address matches one of the deny address list, 

such as shown in Figure 2(b). If the abnormal communication requests are allowed without dropping by the 

gateway, then the wireless device must keep the active status to check the arriving message. On the other 

hand, if the abnormal requests are blocked by the gateway, then the wireless device can turn into the dormant 
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status shown in Figure 2(b).

Figure 2. Outline of Proposed Scheme

In some cases, innocent outside clients may send wrong communication requests continuously, for 

example, authentication requests with forgotten password. In this case, the succeeding communication 

request is inevitably handled as the energy consumption attack, which is referred to as the false positive

detection of energy consumption attack. In order to avoid the false positive detection of energy-consumption 

attacks, the proposed scheme gives another change with a penalty of waiting time. The gateway allows the 

passing of each deny source address when a pre-defined time passes after its enrollment time. If the client 

sends wrong communication requests again continuously in the second chance, its source address is enrolled 

into the deny address list and its blocking duration increases in order to prevent attackers from utilizing 

another chance repeatedly. When the number of enrollments as a deny address exceeds a threshold, the 

source address is permanently blocked. With this adaptively controlled blocking, the scheme accommodates 

the innocuous mistake of normal requests while defending the energy consumption attack.

The proposed scheme increases or decreases the blocking duration of each deny address by comparing its 

arriving ratio during blocking period and that during non-blocking period. If the arriving ratio during 

blocking period is larger than that during non-blocking period, then the next blocking time increases because 

it implies an alarm of suspicious pattern for the energy consumption attack. On the other hand, if the arriving 

ratio during blocking period is smaller than that during non-blocking time, then the blocking time decreases 

because it implies a release of suspicious pattern for the energy consumption attack. 

In this paper, we propose an adaptive formula to determine the next blocking time for suspicious

connection requests. The next blocking time of each deny address can be formally determined with the 

following notations:

� Arriving ratio during the non-blocking period: l
� Blocking period: D

� Passed time after the blocking period starts: T

� Passed time without arriving message during the blocking period: D
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� Number of arriving message during the time T: a

Then the probability that there is no message arriving during the time T is e-lT
according to the Poisson 

analysis and it is denoted as P1. Also the probability that a messages arrive during the time T is 

(lT)a×e-lT/(a!)                            (1)

Equation (1) is given from the Poisson analysis and it is denoted as P2. 

In the proposed scheme, the gateway calculates P1 and P2 for each deny address periodically (for example, 

5 minutes). When two conditions are satisfied, the gateway decreases the next blocking time. One is that D is 

larger than a given threshold period (for example, one minute), and the other is that P1 is smaller than a given 

threshold probability (for example, 30%). These two conditions imply that arriving ratio during the blocking 

period is much smaller than that during the non-blocking period for the given sufficient period. The 

decreasing amount of the next blocking time is implementation-dependent. A simple approach is that the 

blocking time is decreased by a fixed ratio (for example, D = D - D×20%). An elaborate approach utilizing 

the calculated P1 is that the blocking time is decreased inversely proportional to the probability P1 (for 

example, D = D - D/(0.01× P1)). 

In contrast, the gateway increases the next blocking time when two conditions are satisfied. One is that a

is larger than a given number (for example, 5), and the other is that P2 is smaller than a given threshold 

probability (for example, 10%). These two conditions imply that arriving ratio during the blocking period is 

much larger than that during the non-blocking period for sufficient arriving messages. The increasing amount 

of the blocking is also implementation-dependent. A simple approach is that the blocking time is decreased 

by a fixed ratio (for example, D = D + D×20%). An elaborate approach utilizing the calculated P2 is that the 

blocking time is increased inversely proportional to the probability P2 (for example, D = D + D/(0.01× P2)). 

4. Evaluation

For evaluation of the proposed scheme, we implement a prototype system. Figure 3 shows the 

configuration of the prototype system. An Arduino Uno board plays a role of the wireless device. An LG 

Optimus-4 smartphone with Android 7.1 plays a role of the gateway. A Toshiba notebook with CentOS 6.5 

Linux plays a role of the energy consumption attack as the outside client. 

Figure 3. Configuration of Prototype System

The Arduino board relies on the energy of a portable battery. The Arduino board communicates with the 

smartphone through a Bluetooth wireless channel. The smartphone communicates with the outside clients 

through a built-in Wifi wireless channel. The notebook sends the connection request message continuously 

per 500msec to the Arduino board, in order to accelerate the energy consumption of the battery of the 
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Arduino board.

Figure 4. Outline of Proposed Scheme

Figure 4 shows the detail configuration of the wireless device implemented with Arduino Uno board. The 

board consists of Intel DC-motor fan, Parts & Kits HC-06 Bluetooth chip, and LED. The board is connected 

to a portable battery, SMODO MS842S model of Myung Sung Inc. In the active status, all components 

(MCU of Arduino board, DC-motor, Bluetooth chip, and LED) are activated with high energy consumption. 

In the dormant status, only MCU of Arduino board is activated and the Bluetooth chip is ready with low 

energy consumption. If three abnormal requests continuously arrive from the same source address, then the 

board sends the source address to the smartphone with a mark of the deny address, as shown in Figure 2(a).

Figure 5. Working Display of Gateway Smartphone

Figure 5 shows the working display of the smartphone playing a role of the gateway. Figure 5(a) shows 
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the GUI display of the smartphone when the smartphone does not manage the deny address list, which is 

referred to as the baseline method in this paper. In this case, the smartphone just relays a message arriving

from the notebook to the Arduino board, and vice versa. The GUI display was implemented with an android 

program upon the Android Studio IDE. Figure 5(b) shows the GUI display when the smartphone manages 

the deny address list based on the proposed scheme described in Section 3. In this case, the smartphone 

blocks a message with the deny address list by dropping the message. When the Arduino board sends the 

source address to the smartphone with a mark of the deny address, the smartphone adds it into the deny 

address list. Whenever a message arrives from the outside client, the smartphone checks whether or not its 

source address matches one of the deny address list. 

Initially, in Figure 5(b), each deny address remains in the deny address list for 10 seconds. When 10 

seconds has passed after its enrollment time, the deny source address is removed one in order to 

accommodate innocuous mistakes of outside clients. Also its number of enrollment is set to one in order to 

record the number of enrollments.  From that point, the notebook can send a request message to the 

Arduino board continuously. If the Arduino board sends again the deny address to the smartphone after three 

abnormal requests, the smartphone adds it again into the deny address list with an increased blocking time of 

30 seconds. Similarly, the deny address is removed after 30 seconds and its number of enrollment is set to 

two. Finally, if the Arduino board sends again the deny address, then the smartphone it again into the deny 

address list and the blocking time is set to infinite. 

Figure 6. Measurement of Battery Energy Consumption

Figure 6 shows the measurement procedure of energy consumption rate of the battery connected to the 

Arduino board. The energy consumption rate of the SMODO MS842S battery is measured with the 

KCX-017 measurement device of Camping & Farming Inc. Figure 6(a) shows the energy consumption rate 

when the Arduino board is in the active status. In this figure, the voltage is roughly 5.24V and the current is 

roughly 0.085A (the average of 0.08A and 0.09A). Figure 6(b) shows the energy consumption rate when the 

Arduino board is in the dormant status. In this figure, the voltage is roughly 5.04V and the current is roughly 

0.005A (the average of 0.00A and 0.01A). In the baseline method, the Arduino board is always in the active 

status. In contrast, in the proposed scheme, the Arduino board is in the active status only when the gateway 

does not block the arriving message. The gateway allows the message passing for less than 6 seconds 

(approximately 2 seconds for each passing chance and 6 seconds for three passing chances) even though it 

gives two more chances in order to accommodate innocuous mistakes of outside clients. For the total running 

time of ten minutes, the baseline method consumes approximately 5.24V ´ 0.085A ´ 600secs = 267.24 
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Joules. The proposed scheme consumes less than approximately (5.24V ´ 0.085A ´ 6secs) + (5.04V ´

0.005A ´ 594secs) = 17.6412 Joules. Hence, the proposed scheme saves about 94% energy consumption of 

the baseline method, where the energy saving ratio is 100 ´ (267.24 – 17.6412)/267.24 » 93%. If the running 

time becomes infinite, the energy saving ratio will is equal to 100 ´ (energy consumption rate in the active 

status – energy consumption rate in the dormant status) / (energy consumption rate in the active status), that 

is, (5.24V ´ 0.085A – 5.04V ´ 0.005A)/(5.24V ´ 0.085A) » 94% in Figure 6.

Table 1. Comparison of Energy Consumption for Different Batteries

Battery Model
SMODO 

MS842S

CABSTONE 

Pocket Power

Tronic

Powerbank2600

Supra 

LIPIdIL160mG

Baseline Method 267.24 Joules 259.08 Joules 293.30 Joules 302.14 Joules

Proposed Scheme 17.64 Joules 19.21 Joules 24.43 Joules 27.87 Joules

Table 1 shows the total energy consumption of four different portable battery models for the running time 

of ten minutes. In the average, the proposed scheme saves approximately 92% energy consumption 

compared to the baseline method. The proposed scheme saves maximally 93% energy consumption when the 

SMODO MS842S battery model is used. It is clear that this energy saving benefit of the proposed scheme 

becomes larger when the total running time increases. 

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we introduce a new type of attack called the energy consumption attack. The attack may 

consume the energy of a wireless device with repeated authentication processing and shut down the wireless 

device by exhausting its energy budget. We also propose an adaptive filtering scheme that blocks malicious 

energy consumption attacks targeting wireless computing devices with limited energy budget. The scheme 

prevents the sudden shutdown failure of the wireless device caused from depletion of its battery energy 

budget. In order to avoid the false positive detection induced from innocuous mistakes of normal users, the 

proposed scheme gives another change to go through after a limited blocking time. Finally, we describe an 

adaptive formula of the blocking time, which changes by comparing the message arriving rate during 

non-blocking period and that during blocking period. Evaluation shows that the proposed defense scheme 

saves up to 94% energy consumption compared to the non-defense baseline case.
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